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Selfie Fun
Patch Program
We have two different selfie check lists. Choose one and have some fun with your girls.
How Daisies and Brownies can earn this patch:
Make it a “Mom and Me” event.
The girls team up with their moms or another favorite person and complete as many challenges as they can
in 15 minutes.

How Juniors and Cadettes can earn this patch:
It’s all a about teamwork.
Split up into groups of about six or work as one large group. Take turns taking the photos. Give your team
one extra point for each challenge that you are able to include the photographer in the photo.

How Seniors and Ambassadors can earn this patch:
Just have fun.
Why not invite your moms or another favorite person and do the mother/daughter challenge? Consider
making a scrapbook or photo college to give your favorite person.
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Sitting on a step
Laying on a couch
Touching foreheads together
Touching butts together
Laying in the grass
Holding rocks
Pretend crying
One of you skipping
Making bunny ears
Laughing
Sitting in the same chair

Sticking out your tongues

Both sets of bare feet

One of you climbing a tree

Wearing each others socks

Doing a piggy back ride

Doing jumping jacks

Making funny faces

Standing by a door

Crawling on you knees

Eating

Wearing pony tails
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Sitting in a car

One of you doing a cartwheel
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Wearing pony tails

Eating

Crawling on you knees

Standing by a door

Making funny faces

Doing jumping jacks

Doing a piggy back ride

Wearing each others socks

One of you climbing a tree

Both sets of bare feet

Sticking out your tongues

Sitting in the same chair

Laughing

Making bunny ears

One of you skipping

Pretend crying

Holding rocks

Laying in the grass

Touching butts together

Touching foreheads together

Laying on a couch

Sitting on a step

Sitting in a car

Looking in a window
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FUN

Selfie

GO!

One of you doing a cartwheel

You holding hands

ready, set

Looking in a window
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You holding hands

GO!

FUN

Selfie

Take a photo of:

ready, set
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how many can
you do in 20
minutes?

Take a photo of:
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Sitting in a car
Sitting on a step
Laying on a couch
Touching foreheads together
Touching butts together
Laying in the grass
Holding rocks
Pretend crying
Skipping
Wearing shoes that don’t match
Pouting
Sitting in the same chair

With eyes closed

Making a human pyramid

With backs touching

Climbing a tree

Wearing each others socks

Doing piggy back rides

Wearing your shirts backwards

Making funny faces

Standing in a doorway

Playing leap frog

Eating

Wearing pony tails
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Shadows

With heads touching

Take a photo of everyone:
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Wearing pony tails

Eating

Playing leap frog

Standing in a doorway

Making funny faces

Wearing your shirts backwards

Doing piggy back rides

Wearing each others socks

Climbing a tree

With backs touching

Making a human pyramid

With eyes closed

With heads touching

Sitting in the same chair

Pouting

Wearing shoes that don’t match

Skipping

Pretend crying

Holding rocks

Laying in the grass

Touching butts together

Touching foreheads together

Laying on a couch

Sitting on a step

Sitting in a car

Shadows

CK
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FUN

Selfie

GO!

Take a photo of everyone:

ready, set
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how many can
you do in 30
minutes?

